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Abstract Interactive Digital TeleVision (IDTV) is emerging as a potentially important medi-
um for learning at home. This paper presents a novel affective-aware tutoring platform for
IDTV which makes use of automatic facial emotion recognition to improve the tutor-student
relationship. The system goes further than simply broadcasting an interactive educational
application by allowing the personalization of the course content. The tutor can easily access
academic information relating to the students and also emotional information captured from
learners’ facial expressions. In this way, depending on their academic and affective progress,
the tutor can send personal messages or extra educational contents for improving students’
learning. In order to include these features it was necessary to address some important
technical challenges derived from IDTV hardware and software restrictions. The system has
been successfully tested with real students and tutors in a non-laboratory environment. Our
system tries to advance in the challenge of providing to distance learning systems with the
perceptual abilities of human teachers with the final aim of improving students learning
experience and outcome. Nevertheless, there is still relatively little understanding of the impact
of affect on students’ behaviour and learning and of the dynamics of affect during learning
with software. Systems like ours would make it possible to attack these relevant open
questions.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, digital television is present in the daily lives of most Americans and Europeans.
Until a few years ago, digital TV had been viewed as an emulation of analog TV, since the
interaction is the same from the users’ point of view: the television contents were emitted by
broadcast and displayed in the TV. However, more recently the concept of interactivity has
arisen: TV sets start to include Internet connection, allowing to create a direct communication
with the user through the “return channel”. This has opened the door to a new digital TV
paradigm: Interactive Digital Television (IDTV).

The IDTV concept brings new challenges as well as new opportunities to the existing world
of TV services. Interactive TVapplications enable users to abandon their passive habits and to
actively interact with the broadcast contents [40]. Within this context, IDTV is emerging as a
potentially important medium for creating opportunities for learning at home. The convergence
of interactive television and distance learning systems, called “t-learning” [24], gives viewers
the opportunity of adapting and personalizing courses and contents according to their prefer-
ences [14]. In fact, experience has proved that interactive applications delivered through
Digital TV must provide personalized information to the viewers in order to be perceived as
a valuable service [43, 51].

Broadcasting interactive learning applications through the digital TV promises to open new
pedagogical perspectives given the wide penetration of the medium, since about 98 % of
European homes have at least one television set, whereas the penetration of Internet enabled
computers is lower than 60 % [1]. This value is even less in countries in process of
development [20]. Apart from wide-world usage, TV is considered by the viewer trustworthy
in reference to broadcast content and easy to operate [58].

However, since IDTV is still in its beginnings, the t-learning field has to face many
technical challenges [23, 47]. T-learning is not just an adaptation for IDTV of e-learning
techniques used on the Internet [19]. It has its own distinctive characteristics, mostly related to
the usability and technological constraints imposed by the television set and the return channel,
operated through the set-top-box (STB). These constraints include having to use a simple
remote control, which reduces the possibilities of interaction with the student, and the fact that
STBs have lower computer power and connectivity capabilities than a personal computer.
Moreover TV screens usually have lower resolution and colour management capabilities than
a computer screen and are watched from a higher distance, which greatly conditions the design
of user interfaces. For these reasons, most t-learning applications via IDTV have been more
about edutainment than formal learning [6, 57]: learning contents are broadcasted and the
interaction with the learner is limited to a simple pre-defined navigation within the application.
More personalized t-learning interactive applications are needed to achieve more efficient
learning, such as tutoring systems where the tutor can track the student’s advances and
personalize educational contents depending on each learner’s progress.

Tutoring is a learning interactive and guided process that is continuously supervised with
the aim of giving help in case the student is confused, or giving incentives if the student is
frustrated [46]. The tutoring process is based in a double cycle of actions, in two complemen-
tary levels [69]. In the external level the global aspects of the process, as selection of the
learning items, problems to propose, or learning assessment, are considered [5, 22]. Once the
external level is determined, the internal level sets the steps to take inside each action of the
external cycle according to the following action pattern: the tutor does a tutorial action, like an
explanation or a suggestion; the student does an action as answer; and the tutor supplies
feedback [56]. For offering an appropriate feedback, it is essential that the tutor can detect the
emotional state of the student. Emotions are central to human experience, influencing
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cognition, perception and everyday tasks such as learning, communicating or even making
rational decisions [53]. One of the big differences between an expert human teacher and a
distance learning tutoring tool is that the former has the capability of recognizing and
addressing the emotional state of learners and, based upon that observation, is able to take
some action that positively impacts learning (e.g. by providing support to a frustrated learner
who is likely otherwise to quit or increasing the level of difficulty in the exercises in which the
student appears to be bored since the tests are too easy). Providing these kinds of perceptual
abilities to distance tutoring systems would considerably benefit the learning process [3, 4, 54].

In this paper, we present an affective-aware tutoring platform for IDTV that goes further
than simply broadcasting an interactive educational application by allowing the visualization
of the affective state of the student and, therefore, improving the relationship between the
distance tutor and the student. The tutor can access the students’ academic information and,
furthermore, extract emotional information from an analysis of their facial expressions.
According to the students’ behaviour, the tutor can send personal messages or extra educa-
tional contents for improving their learning. To guarantee both global delivery of the learning
contents and personalized communications, the proposed platform has been developed under
an IP-based open architecture that overcomes the technical limitations imposed by STBs.
Finally, our system has been successfully tested with real students and tutors in a non-
laboratory environment.

The structure of the paper is the following: Section 2 presents the related work, considering
the three main areas involved in our work: recognizing user facial emotions, affective learning
and adaptive learning. Section 3 presents the description of our system, giving special attention
to the technical challenges that emerged from using an IDTV platform. In Section 4 the
personalization capabilities considered in our system are exposed while Section 5 is focused on
the system developed for emotion recognition. Section 6 presents an assessment carried out
with end users and a discussion about these results. Finally, Section 7 comprises concluding
remarks and a description of future work.

2 Related work

The last half-century of technological acceleration has yielded a massive incursion of digital
technology into the learning environment, making dramatic differences to the practice of
learning. In this overview of related work we will focus on the recognition of student’s
affective state from his/her facial expressions, on the challenges of considering affect in the
learning process, and on the way of personalizing e-learning environments.

2.1 Recognizing user facial emotions

Facial expressions are the most powerful, natural and direct way used by humans to commu-
nicate affective states. Thus, the interpretation of facial expressions is the most extensively
used method for determining user’s emotions. For this reason, making a t-learning tutoring
system able to interpret facial expressions would allow it to be affectively aware and therefore
more pedagogical.

Facial expressions are often evaluated by classifying face images into one of the six
universal “basic” emotions or categories proposed by Ekman [25] which include “happiness”,
“sadness”, “fear”, “anger”, “disgust” and “surprise” [17, 67]. There have been a few tentative
efforts to detect non-basic affective states, such as “fatigue”, “interested”, “thinking”, “con-
fused” or “frustrated” [39, 75]. In any case, this categorical approach, where emotions are a
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mere list of labels, fails to describe the wide range of emotions that occur in daily communi-
cation settings and intrinsically ignores the intensity of emotions. To overcome the problems
cited above, some researchers, such as Whissell [72], Plutchik [55] and Russell [60], prefer to
view affective states as not independent of one another but rather as systematically related.
They consider emotions as a continuous 2D space whose dimensions are evaluation/valence
and activation/arousal. The evaluation/valence dimension measures how a human feels, from
positive to negative. The activation/arousal dimension measures whether humans are more or
less likely to take some action under the emotional state, from active to passive. This broader
perspective of emotions has opened the door to the consideration of mixed cognitive/affective
states relevant in learning contexts. Baker et al. situate their learning-centred user states in
Russell’s 2D framework: for example “boredom” has a negative valence and low level of
arousal, “confusion” has negative valence and a moderate level of arousal, “frustration” has a
high negative valence and a high level of arousal; and “delight” has a positive valence and a
high level of arousal [5].

As shown, and compared to the categorical approach, dimensional representations are
attractive because they provide a way of describing a wide range of emotional states and
intensities. However, in comparison with category-based descriptions of affect, few works
have chosen a dimensional description level and, in the few that do, the problem is simplified
to a two-class (positive vs negative and active vs passive) [28] or a four class (2D space
quadrants) classification [11], thereby losing the descriptive potential of 2D space.

For many years, substantial effort was dedicated to recognizing facial expressions in still
images. Given that humans inherently display facial emotions following a continuous temporal
pattern [52], more recently attention has been shifted towards sensing facial affect from video
sequences. The study of the dynamics of facial expressions reinforces the limitations of the
categorical approach, since it represents a discrete list of emotions with no real link between
them and has no algebra: every emotion must be studied and recognized independently. The
dimensional approach is much more able to deal with variations in emotional states over time,
since in such cases jumping from one universal emotion label to another would not make much
sense in real life scenarios, such as learning scenarios.

Besides the problem of how to correctly describe affect, one of the main drawbacks of
existing affective analysers is related to the type of emotional information representation they
provide as output. When a categorical approach is used, the great majority of studies usually
show a histogram or pie chart representing the distribution-percentages or confidence values-of
the studied emotional labels at each sampled time [26, 31]. On the other hand, most systems
following a dimensional approach use to provide “activation vs. time” and “evaluation vs.
time” graphs [49]. In some works, the affective analysis results are even limited to simple text
logs, which turn out really difficult to interpret without any kind of graphical visualization
[17]. Very few works propose more sophisticated, visual and intuitive emotional reports. For
instance, McDuff et al. [45] present the result of a smile analysis to the user by means of
emoticons and time graphs, comparing his/her smile track with an aggregate track. The
systems developed in [36, 44] provide a continuous visual representation of the user affective
evolution inside the evaluation-activation space. Another interesting example is the Affdex©
commercial software [2], that allows to watch emotional information time graphs, together
with the user facial expressions and the video contents used as stimuli.

2.2 Affective learning

Over the last few years there has been work towards incorporating assessments of the learner’s
affect into intelligent tutoring systems. Kort et al. proposed a comprehensive four-quadrant
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model that explicitly links learning and affective states [41]. This model was used in the MIT’s
Affective Learning Companion [10], able to mirror several student non-verbal behaviours
believed to influence persuasion and liking. Sarrafdzeh et al. developed Easy with Eve, an
affective tutoring system in the domain of primary school mathematics that detects students’
emotions through facial analysis and adapts to students states [62]. De Vicente and Pain
developed a system that could track several motivational and emotional states during a
learning session with an ITS [21]. Conati developed a probabilistic system [15] that can
reliably track multiple affective states (including joy and distress) of the learner during
interactions with an educational game, and use these assessments to drive the behaviour of
an intelligent pedagogical agent [16]. The Turing Research Group at the University of
Memphis is adding an emotional component to their ITS AutoTutor, a natural language-
based tutor successfully tested on about 1000 computer literacy and physics students.

Though there have already been multiple attempts to detect affect in learning environments,
there is still relatively little understanding of the impact of affect on students’ behaviour and
learning [30]. The natural dynamics of affect during learning with software is similarly
impoverished with few studies going on [5].

There is in fact a complex relationship between affect and cognition and the extension of
cognitive theory to explain and exploit the role of affect is still in its infancy [54]. Research has
demonstrated, for example, that a slight positive mood does not just make you feel a little
better but also induces a different kind of thinking, characterised by a tendency toward greater
creativity and flexibility in problem solving, as well as more efficiency and thoroughness in
decision making [37]. The influences in cognition are not limited to positive mood, in general,
it is not yet clear how harmful or persistent the affective states currently thought to be negative
actually are. For example, confusion, a cognitive–affective state that is often perceived as
being negative, has been shown to be positively correlated with learning [5] and even though
some research has focused on reducing users’ frustration [33], it is not clear that frustration is
always a negative experience, at least in all types of human-computer interaction [29].

2.3 Adaptive learning

Snow and Farr suggested that sound learning theories are incomplete or unrealistic if they do
not include a whole person view [65], integrating both cognitive and affective aspects,
implying that no educational program can be successful without due attention to the personal
learning needs of individual students. Russell suggested that educators should identify and
acknowledge learning differences and make maximum use of the available technology to serve
them accordingly [61].

When we talk about providing a personalized service in e-learning systems, there are two
main research directions: adaptive educational systems and intelligent tutors (agents). Adaptive
educational systems adapt the presentation of content and the navigation through these
contents to a student’s profile. This profile may comprise the student’s learning style, knowl-
edge, background, goals, among other features. Examples of these systems are: MLTutor [64],
KBS-Hyperbook [32] and ELM–ART [8]. On the other hand, intelligent tutors talk to the
student, recommend educational activities and deliver individual feedback according to the
student’s profile, which generally includes the student’s knowledge or activities within the she
is taking. Examples/she is taking. Examples of intelligent tutors in different domains are: Auto
Tutor [18]; Easy with Eve [62]; eTeacher [63] or KERMIT [68].

Traditional teaching resources, such as textbooks, typically guide the learners to follow
fixed sequences to other subject-related sections related to the current one during learning
processes. Web-based instruction researchers have given considerable attention to flexible
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curriculum sequencing control to provide adaptable, personalized learning programs [50].
Curriculum sequencing aims to provide an optimal learning path to individual learners since
every learner has different prior background knowledge, preferences and often various learn-
ing goals [9]. In an e-learning adaptive system, an optimal learning path aims to maximize a
combination of the learner’s understanding of courseware and the efficiency of learning the
courseware [59]. Moreover, as numerous e-learning systems have been developed, a great
quantity of hypermedia in courseware has created information and cognitive overload and
disorientation, such that learners are unable to learn very efficiently. To aid more efficient
learning, many powerful personalized/adaptive guidance mechanisms, such as adaptive pre-
sentation, adaptive navigation support, curriculum sequencing, and intelligent analysis of
student’s solutions, have been proposed [12].

In the DTV domain, efforts have also been made to personalize information. Lopez-Nores
et al. [43] explore the possibilities of running downsized semantic reasoning processes in the
DTV receivers supported by a pre-selection of material driven by audience stereotypes. Rey-
Lopez et al. [58] are working in building a model for personalised learning using Adaptive
Hypermedia techniques and Semantic Reasoning. Bellotti et al. [7] use a template-based
approach to configure flexible courses through a personalization manager that keeps track of
the dynamic user profiles and of the persistent profiles.

In next sections we will present a t-learning tutoring system in which the detection of user’s
affective state opens the door to new adaptive learning strategies to be performed by the human
tutor in charge of the course. Even though Soleymani and Pantic [66] have already foreseen the
importance of a TVaware of viewers’ emotions, to our knowledge, there is no t-learning tutoring
system in the literature with the ability of intelligently recognizing affective cues from the student.

3 System description and technical challenges

The general architecture of the platform as well as the communication flows between its
different components is shown in Fig. 1. As it can be seen, the system has three main actors:
the student, the tutor and the contents creator. All the actors are linked with each other through
Moodle (Modular Object Oriented Developmental Learning Environment), a free open source
Learning Management System that helps educators to create effective on-line learning com-
munities. Moodle is in charge of storing all the course materials, such as the learning contents,
exercises, glossary, tests, bibliography, etc., and also contains a description of the course
organization, i.e. number of modules, contents associated to each module and navigation rules
between the course materials. It also centralizes, manages and keeps synchronized all the
information related to the communication between actors and between the actors and the
platform. This section provides an overview of the system, by describing the role of each actor
in the platform and the way they access and interact with it, and the technical challenges faced
to bring a learning system, an IDTVapplication and affective computing technology together.

3.1 System overview

The tutoring tool has three main actors: the student and the tutor, who communicate with each
other through the application, and the contents creator. Each actor accesses the system through
different interfaces and has a different role. There follows a brief description of the role of each
actor.

The student is located at home (see Fig. 2a) and accesses a broadcast t-learning interactive
MHP (Multimedia Home Platform) application through a set-top box, by logging in with his/
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her personal student ID and password. This MHP student-side application connects to Moodle to
obtain the course description andmaterials, and is in charge of displaying them in an appropriate and
usable format especially developed for a TV device (e.g. to enable navigation through TV’s remote
control coloured buttons). It also offers a personalized communication between the student and the
tutor through emails and videos. The application is able to control the management of an IP camera
that records videos of the student that are then processed to automatically extract facial emotional
information about his/her affective state (as it is explained in Section 3.2.1).

The tutor (see Fig. 2b) interacts with T-EDUCO directly via Moodle’s web interface. After
performing some necessary adaptations in Moodle’s source code, T-EDUCO has also been
provided with the capability of both sending communications to the students’ set-top boxes
and receiving information from the interactive t-learning application via IP. In this way, T-
EDUCO keeps the t-learning application and Moodle synchronized. This allows the tutor to
access the academic and emotional information of each student and to send personal messages
and contents, as will be further detailed in this paper.

Fig. 1 T-EDUCO general architecture and communication flows

Fig. 2 Typical actors’ environment. a Student. b Tutor
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The contents creator, also accessing the system directly via Moodle’s web interface, is
responsible for uploading all the initial material required for the development of each course:
slides, notes, exercises, references and bibliography, self-assessments, tests, glossary, etc.
These contents can be later modified or changed by the tutor depending on each student’s
individual needs and progress, as will be explained in the next section.

3.2 Technical challenges

In other platforms, like Smartphone, tablets, PCs, etc., there are no technical challenges on
setting an architecture for our tool, since they use to have embedded or integrated cameras,
connectivity facilities, answer bandwidth, etc. However, IDTV, presents till now, specific
technical challenges that are tackled in this section. Although nowadays new TVs with
embedded cameras are being introduced in the market, they are not easily accessed yet.

Our platform includes novel features, not yet exploited in any existing IDTV application,
that provide substantial added value to t-learning services: communication between users
through video messages, the distribution of dynamic and personalized contents for each
participant, and the detection of emotions. These new features provide t-learning systems,
innovative in themselves, with a higher pedagogical value. These features have not previously
been considered in IDTV systems because of important technical restrictions, both in hardware
and software:

& Hardware restrictions:

– Commercial STBs have very restricted hardware capacities in terms of memory, connec-
tivity and processor level. This implies an inability to run complex data processing
algorithms, such as emotion recognition algorithms, or to connect any peripheral appli-
ances such as cameras. It also makes it impossible to store advanced and heavy multimedia
material (images, video, etc.) in local memory for reproduction in IDTVapplications.

– In IDTV all the interaction is performed through a hardware device: the remote control. Its
interactive capacities are very limited, and therefore browsing through learning contents has
always been too linear and the activities offered by the t-learning applications very restricted.

& Software restrictions:

– Until now, IDTV standards –such as MHP, OCAP or HbbTV- have lacked several com-
munication capacities (such as Bluetooth) and have not allowed most multimedia formats
(audio, video) to be reproduced.

In this section we explain how we faced and overcame the restrictions imposed by STBs
and IDTV in order to provide the system with the required performance.

3.2.1 Video capture and display

The capture of students’ facial expressions and the recording of video-messages require the
control of a webcam from the MHP learning application: the start/end of the recording must be
commanded, the video flow must be stored, etc. However, current IDTV standards do not
allow direct control of the camera and STB storage capacity does not allow a large number of
videos or long length videos to be stored in the memory.

Therefore, in order to solve these technical challenges, we opted for a camera with the
following features:
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& IP Connection. The camera has an IP connection, so that it can be turned on/off from the t-
learning application through HTTP commands.

& Video streaming. The camera allows the video stream that is being recorded to be sent to a
static IP address in ASF format. In this way, the video recorded by the user can be directly
sent, without going through the STB, to an external video server in which it will be stored
and/or processed in order to extract the emotional information of the student.

& Universal Plug and Play (UPnP). The camera implements a UPnP discovering protocol so
that it emits signals to the net informing about its presence. The STB, through a UPnP
client library adapted to be executed over MHP, listens to these UPnP messages receiving
information from the camera, such as its IP address.

& Affordable price and commercially available.

The visualization of the video messages received from the tutor by the student in the STB
raises another technological challenge: the standard MHP does not support the direct repro-
duction of videos stored in the server. The standard only allows the visualization of MPEG-2
videodrips [70], a high-compression video format that codifies the frames as predictive (p-
frames) and interpolated (i-frames) and without audio support.

This problem has been resolved by converting the video stream that comes from the IP
camera in the external server, recoding separately the image component in videodrips and the
audio component in MP2, which is a format compatible with MHP. Once the video is
converted, the t-learning application is able to download the video and audio streams from
the external server, synchronize and reproduce them.

3.2.2 Platform adaptability

As pointed out previously, the developed broadcast t-learning interactive application is based on
theMHP (Multimedia Home Platform, version 1.1.3) digital TV interactive standard. The choice
of the MHP standard is justified by two principal factors. First, for the development of our
applications, we have access to an equipped online laboratory of interactive digital television
with a MHP playout and an STB farm provided with different features, both hardware and
software (different MHP versions). This STB farm brings together most of the MHP decoders
that can be found in the European market. Broadcast emission of MHP applications can be
emulated and tested online in any available STB in our laboratory environment, accessing the
laboratory via a web site. More information about the laboratory environment can be found in
[1]. The second reason for choosing the MHP standard is that most Spanish broadcasters only
allow MHP compliant interactive applications to be coded and emitted. This is the case of the
Spanish regional television service used for a pilot broadcast emission of the t-learning applica-
tion that made it possible to assess our application on a large scale with real users.

However,MHP is not the only standard that exists nowadays for IDTV. There are other standards
such as OCAP or, the most recent, HbbTV that are well-established depending on the geographic
location. In any case, all the IDTV solutions have something in common, that is, their capacity for
making broadcast and broadband technologies converge. This is exactly where the main strength of
our platform lies: the system is open and scalable enough to be adapted to any other standards or
future new trends in interactive TV, since both the management of the camera and the communi-
cations with the Moodle platform are IP-based. This is especially important taking into account that
nowadays the digital interactive television sector is growing, interactivity trends are constantly
changing and the future of the IDTV is still not clear: will it converge to a single solution or, on the
contrary, will more solutions emerge, either standard or proprietary.
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4 Personalization capabilities

This section presents the personalization capabilities of the tool that allow the tutor to adapt the
learning contents depending on each student’s personal evolution (both academic and emo-
tional) throughout the course.

Distance learning tutors, like traditional classroom teachers, should not limit their role to
passing or failing students solely on the basis of marks obtained in final assessments. Tutors
should be pedagogues, following the progress of students throughout the course and facil-
itating their learning. They should be aware of difficulties encountered by students (noticing
if they appear to be frustrated, confused, etc.) or, on the other hand, of any signs of boredom
resulting from the course contents being below their level and the need to make faster
progress. Tutors need to develop strategies to benefit and foster progress. In classroom
teaching, these issues are addressed intuitively. However, it is not so easy to follow this
type of continuous monitoring in a distance learning application. Most such applications tend
to ignore these human factors. In our system, the learning contents can be adapted taking into
account the academic and affective tracking of the student, personalizing the contents and
messages.

4.1 Academic follow-up

A T-EDUCO t-learning interactive course consists of a set of modules. Each module is
composed of several lessons and a final evaluation test. Since the t-learning application
and Moodle are synchronized, the distance tutor can keep detailed logs of all the activities
the students perform: what materials have been accessed, which lessons accomplished,
which marks have been obtained in the final tests, which questions have been incorrectly
answered… All these options can be filtered by course, pupil, date or module (see Fig. 3).

4.2 Affective follow-up

Tutors are often in charge of a large number of students across different courses. Therefore,
keeping close contact with each learner is difficult, especially because t-leaning applications
usually do not allow personal contact. For this reason, it would be interesting to be able to
automatically extract emotional information from the student and to present it to the tutor in a
simple and efficient way, so that problems during the learning process may be easily detected.

T-EDUCO has the capability of automatically extracting affective information by analyzing
the learner’s video sequences captured by an IP camera. Before starting the final test of each
module, the application suggests that the student be recorded by the camera while answering
the evaluation questions. This recorded video carries useful affective information that is
extracted and presented in the form of emotional logs (detailed in Section 5). These logs are
made accessible to the tutor through Moodle (7th column in Fig. 3).

4.3 Other personalization capabilities

T-EDUCO allows the student and the tutor to interchange personal communications in the
form of e-mail messages and video messages.

The learner can write/access e-mail messages through the t-learning application. For writing
the mails, students are provided with a virtual keyboard that can be handled by means of the
TV remote control. They can also record a video message and attach it to the mail by simply
clicking a “record video” button. If desired, the recorded video can be watched, re-recorded or
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removed by the student before sending the message. At the other end, the tutor can read and
write e-mails via the Moodle platform, in the same way as in most webmail applications.

The interactive t-learning course is broadcast to every user with the same initial contents.
Throughout the course, the academic and the affective follow-up offered by T-Educo allow the
tutor the possibility of sending additional personalized learning contents, such as extra modules
and/or evaluation tests, according to the student’s academic progress and emotional require-
ments. These are made available to the student in the t-learning application. Moodle’s modular
design makes it easy for the tutor to create newmodules and tests that will engage learners. The
extra contents are sent to the student’s set-top-box in the SCORM (Sharable Content Object
Reference Model) standard format, a standard specification that allows the development of
structured pedagogical contents that can be imported within different learning applications.

5 Recognizing learners’ emotions

A distinguishing factor of T-EDUCO is its capability of extracting emotional information from
the learners’ recorded video sequences. This makes it possible for the tutor to better analyze
student behavior and to detect boredom, frustration or dejection at an early stage. Moreover, it
gives tutors the possibility of establishing a more humanized relationship with their students.

5.1 Facial expression recognizer

The video sequences recorded from the learners are analyzed, frame by frame, by a 2D
continuous emotional images recognition system [34]. The initial inputs of our system are a
set of distances and angles obtained from 20 characteristic facial points (eyebrows, mouth and
eyes). In fact, the inputs are the variations of these angles and distances with respect to the
“neutral” face. The chosen set of initial inputs compiles the distances and angles that have been
proved to provide the best classification performance in other existing works [31, 67]. The
points are obtained thanks to faceAPI [27], a commercial real-time facial feature tracking
program that provides Cartesian facial 3D coordinates.

The facial expressions classification method starts with a classification mechanism in
discrete emotional categories that intelligently combines different classifiers simultaneously
to obtain a confidence value to each Ekman universal emotional category. This output is
subsequently expanded in order to be able to work in a continuous emotional space and thus to
consider intermediate emotional states.

Fig. 3 Example of student information that the tutor can access through the Moodle platform
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In order to select the best classifiers to achieve discrete emotional classification, the Weka
tool was used [74]. This provides a collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining.
From this collection, five classifiers were selected after benchmarking: RIPPER, Multilayer
Perceptron, SVM, Naive Bayes and C4.5. The selection was based on their widespread use as
well as on the individual performance of their Weka implementation. The classifier combina-
tion chosen follows a weighted majority voting strategy. The voted weights are assigned
depending on the performance of each classifier for each emotion.

To enrich the emotional output information from the system in terms of intermediate
emotions, one of the most influential evaluation-activation 2D models has been used: that
proposed by the psychologist Cynthia Whissell. The “Dictionary of Affect in Language”
(DAL) [72] developed by Whissell is a tool to quantify the emotional meanings of words.
Words included in the DAL were selected in an ecologically valid manner from an initial
corpus of more than one million words [73]. Whissell assigns a pair of values<evaluation;
activation>to each word of the DAL. The evaluation dimension goes from positive to negative
whereas the activation dimension ranges from active to passive. The emotion-related words
corresponding to each of Ekman's emotions have a specific location (xi; yi) in the Whissell
space. Figure 4 shows the position of some of these words in the evaluation-activation space.

Based on this, the output of the classifiers (confidence value of the facial expression to each
emotional category) can be mapped onto the dimensional space. This emotional mapping is
carried out considering each of Ekman’s six basic emotions plus “neutral” as weighted points

Fig. 4 Simplified Whissell’s evaluation-activation space
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in the evaluation-activation space. The weights are assigned depending on the confidence
value CV(Ei) obtained for each emotion. The final evaluation and activation (x; y) coordinates
of a given image are calculated as the centre of mass of the seven weighted points in the
Whissell space, as follows:

x ¼
X7

i¼1
xiCV Eið Þ

X7

i¼1
CV Eið Þ

and y ¼
X7

i¼1
yiCV Eið Þ

X7

i¼1
CV Eið Þ

Figure 5 explains graphically the emotional mapping process of a facial image in the
Whissell space. In this way, the output of the system is enriched with a larger number of
intermediate emotional states.

The database used to train the system is an extensive universal (with males and females of
different ages and ethnicities) one of 1500 images [71]. Figure 6 shows some of the images of
the database located in the Whissell space thanks to the coordinates calculated by our
emotional recognizer.

The database provides the images labelled with one of Ekman’s universal emotions plus
“neutral”, but there is no a-priori known information about their location in the Whissell 2D
space. In fact, the main difficulty when working with a dimensional emotional approach comes

Fig. 5 Example of emotional mapping. The facial images discrete classification method assigns to the facial
expression shown a confidence value of 0.83 to “anger”, 0.51 to “disgust” and 0.35 to “sadness” (the rest of
Ekman’s emotions are assigned zero weight). Its location in the 2D space is calculated as the center of mass of
those weighted points (blue asterisk)
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from the labelling of ground-truth data. For this reason, human assessment has used to validate
the system. The proposed model has been tested with a set of complex video sequences recorded
in an unsupervised setting (VGA webcam quality, different emotions displayed contiguously,
facial occlusions, etc.). A total of 15 videos from 3 different users were tested, ranging from 20 to
70 s, fromwhich a total of 127 key-frames were extracted to evaluate different key-points. These
key-points were annotated in the Whissell space thanks to 18 volunteers. The collected evalu-
ation data have been used to define a region where each image is considered to be correctly
located. The algorithm used to compute the shape of the region is based on Minimum Volume
Ellipsoids (MVE) and follows the algorithm described by Kumar and Yildrim [42]. MVE looks
for the ellipsoid with the smallest volume that covers a set of data points.

The obtained MVEs are used for evaluating results at four different levels, as shown in
Table 1. As can be seen, the success rate is 61.90 % in the most restrictive case, i.e. with ellipse
criteria and rises to 84.92 % when considering the activation axis criteria.

Once affect is detected and intuitive and meaningful visualization is essential, as pointed
out in the introduction. Our facial emotion recognizer outputs simple but effective emotional
logs as it will be shown in next section.

5.2 Building emotional logs

Humans inherently display facial emotions following a continuous temporal pattern. With this
starting postulate and thanks to the use of the 2-dimensional affect sensing method, the

Fig. 6 Some images located in different points of the 2D continuous space after applying our emotional
recognition system

Table 1 Results obtained in an uncontrolled environment

Ellipse criteria
(success if inside
the ellipse)

Quadrant criteria (success
if in the same quadrant as
the ellipse centre)

Evaluation axis criteria
(success if in the same
evaluation semi-axis as
the ellipse centre)

Activation axis criteria
(success if in the same
activation semi-axis as
the ellipse centre)

Success% 61.90 % 74.60 % 79.37 % 84.92 %
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recorded student’s affective facial video can be viewed as a point (corresponding to the
location of a particular affective state in time tk) moving through the evaluation-activation
space over time. In this way, the different positions taken by the point (one per frame of the
video sequence) and its velocity over time can be related mathematically and modelled, finally
obtaining an “emotional path” in the 2D space that reflects intuitively the emotional progress
of the student during the interaction.

A Kalman filtering technique is proposed to model the “emotional kinematics” of that point
when moving through the 2D evaluation-activation space and thus enabling its trajectory to be
smoothed and kept under control [35]. Kalman filters are widely used in the literature for
estimation problems ranging from target tracking to a function’s approximation [48]. Their
purpose is to estimate a system’s state by combining an inexact (noisy) forecast with an inexact
measurement of that state, so that themost weight is given to the value with the least uncertainty
at each time tk.

Analogously to classical mechanics, the “emotional kinematics” of the point in the 2D
continuous space (x-position, y-position, x-velocity and y-velocity) are modelled as the
system’s state in the Kalman framework at time tk. The output of the 2D emotional classifi-
cation system is modelled as the measurement of the system’s state. In this way, the Kalman
iterative estimation process-that follows the well-known recursive equations detailed in
Kalman’s work [38]-can be applied to the recorded student’s emotional video sequence, so
that each iteration corresponds to a new video frame (i.e. to a new sample of the computed
emotional path). For the algorithm initialization at t0, the predicted initial condition is set equal
to the measured initial state and the 2D point is assumed to have null velocity.

One of the main advantages of using the Kalman filter is that it can tolerate small occlusions
or inaccurate tracking. In general, existing facial trackers do not provide highly accurate levels
of detection: most are limited in terms of occlusions, fast movements, large head rotations,
lighting, beards, glasses, etc. Although the tracker used, faceAPI, deals with these problems
quite robustly in laboratory environments, tracking videos taken in “real” settings, such as
students’ homes, have lower performance. For this reason, tracker measurements include a
confidence weighting from 0 to 1; in our case, when a low level of confidence is detected
(lower than 0.5), the measurement is not used and only the filter prediction will be taken as the
next 2D point position.

Figure 7 summarizes the complete processing of the emotional video sequences.
The final emotional log presented to the tutor is a continuous “emotional path” that
also includes timestamps and information about the emotional state of the student
while he/she is doing the exercises of each module. For facilitating the understanding,
the emotional path of each exercise is drawn with a different colour. The tutor can
easily access every emotional log through the Moodle platform, clicking in the “view”
label of the emotional log column of each module (see Fig. 3) and consequently take
pedagogical decisions.

However, an automatic analysis of this information had to take into account, for each
module, all the aspects involved in Fig. 3, such as: emotional log, status (failed or
passed), score obtained, time spent doing each exercise, amount or percentage of visited
pages, etc.

6 Evaluation: pilot study

After extensive technical testing of our platform in a laboratory environment, a final assessment
of the t-learning application was performed with end users and with real broadcast emissions.
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Fig. 7 Emotional video sequences processing
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6.1 Hypothesis and set up

A pilot study was carried out with the aim of studying the impact of IDTV in the student-
learning content interaction and of the affective information in in the tutor-students interaction.
Our hypothesis was that the addition of affective information to the academic one and the
personalization of contents would allow a more a humanized academic follow-up, leading to
an improvement in student learning.

The pilot study was emitted in Seville (Spain) by RTVA (Radio Televisión de Andalucía),
through the TV channel “Canal Sur” where the t-learning course tested could be accessed 24 h
a day and 7 days per week, from the 5th of June to the 30th of October 2012. The course
contents had been given to the TVoperator 10 days before, for doing the corresponding tests in
order to solve possible disruptions without altering the development of the experiment and the
TV emission.

The case study was carried out with the contents of a “Home Assistance” course and with
30 students, 8 males and 22 females, with ages ranging from 32 to 47, all of them active
workers in the health sector. The students accessed the t-learning application from their homes,
and were provided with MHP-compliant STBs. Before beginning the experience, there was a
first face-to-face session with the students for training them in the STB use, the contents and
other technical aspects. In that session the STBs were given and instructions (user manuals)
and technical support resources were facilitated in order to solve possible doubts when the
equipments were set up in the students’ homes. This first session included a demo of
installation, connection and configuration of the equipment, necessary for the use and syn-
chronization between the students and the tutor application. It was mandatory for the students
to attend all the different modules and practical exercises that comprised the 28 h course. They
also had to use the different utilities of the course, such as the video message communication
and the access to the glossary.

The pilot test also included the participation of 5 home assistance service professionals, 3
females and 2 males, with ages ranging from 43 to 51, that had the role of tutors. They were in
charge of monitoring the students through Moodle, using all the facilities offered by the
platform (generation of personalized contents for each student, video messages, statistical
queries and emotional logs, etc.).

In the first session, as much tutors as students received some questionnaires that had to be
given later, in a final course session in which a group meeting was carried out to monitor and
assess the course. During the experience, three students (women) gave up because they didn’t
have enough time to follow the course. Therefore, 30 students began the course, but only 27
finished it. The assessment of the experience presented in the following section responds to the
data provided by 27 students.

6.2 Results and discussion

Table 2 gathers the final results of the enquiries put to students and tutors after finishing the t-
learning course (answers had to be marked between 0 and 10, in a Likert scale). As interaction
is one of the great challenges of IDTV, special attention was paid to analyzing interaction
factors, between: Student and Tutor, Student and Learning Contents, and Tutor and Student.

The mean mark of the evaluation of our platform slightly exceeds 7 and there are no
indicators under 5. Especially good scores were obtained from students for those factors
that distinguish our application from other t-learning applications: personalized contents
and video messages. Moreover, IDTV is perceived as a good tool for the autonomous work
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of the student, and good scores were obtained for those issues related with the interaction with
the learning contents. Regarding the tutors, all the scores are relatively high; above all, the
possibility offered by the T-EDUCO platform of humanizing distance education is especially
well-considered. These results confirm our initial hypothesis about the improvement in the
interaction of the students with learning contents and tutors and in students’ learning.

Apart from the numerical results exposed before, it is interesting to analyze the comments
that emerged from the participants during the final group meeting. Regarding the general
evaluation of the course, the group agreed that the experience was very interesting and
enriching, that they liked the course, and that they felt comfortable with this t-learning system,
accessing from their homes. In this sense, 81.5 % of the students confirmed that they would do
a new course with this system, and this information coincides with 88.9 % that thought that the
course met their expectations.

About the advantages and disadvantages that this learning modality presents, the students
highlighted the following aspects:

Advantages:

– The course contents are interesting and complete and the course is useful and enjoyable
(“I learnt the same than a face to face course”)

– The opportunity to do it at home, without moving, and with a flexible schedule (“I like to
do the course at home and with my learning speed”, “I make something to drink and I
begin to do the course comfortably”)

– The tutor is close, to motivate and to correct the mistakes (“When I read the assessment,
after doing each exercise, I felt very happy”, “I like to receive messages, help and a
personal assessment from the tutor”, “I feel close to the tutor”)

– In relation with the user interface, 60.6 % of the students said that the use of the remote
control for interacting with the contents had been easy. In this sense, there is divergence of
opinions: some users admit they didn’t send to much messages because of the problems
for writing through the remote control (“to write messages with the remote control was not

Table 2 Results of the enquiries put to students and tutors after finishing the t-learning course

Factor Min Max Mean

Student→tutor interaction

The student can ask for help through the application’s features. 5 10 8.40

The interaction between student and tutor with the application is simple and intuitive. 2 10 6.00

The video messages facilitate the interaction between student and tutor. 6 10 8.70

The personalized contents sent by the tutor improve the student’s learning. 5 10 7.67

Student-learning contents interaction

The IDTV allows interaction with the learning contents. 5 10 7.00

The IDTV allows the students to study following their own scheduling requirements. 5 10 8.00

The IDTV makes it easier to carry out the interactive activities. 5 10 7.00

Tutor→student interaction

The interaction between student and tutor with the application is simple and intuitive. 5 10 8.70

The information provided about the students’ progress is enough for a good and
humanized academic follow up.

5 10 7.80

The video messages facilitate the interaction between student and tutor. 7 10 8.80

The personalized contents sent by the tutor improve the student learning. 6 10 7.80
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easy for me”). However, there is agreement in the opinion that the video messages
considerably reduced this problem and became very useful.

– A computer is not required.

Disadvantages:

– The main disadvantages came from the experimental technologies: isolated connection
fails and STB blocks.

– Problems related with usability and access to the contents (“I don’t like to go through all
the pages of a lesson instead of directly accessing to one specific page”, “It is annoying to
register in the application each time it connects”, “I don’t like that you must do the
assessment of a lesson for being allowed to see the following lesson”)

– ATV is required and the telephone connection must be close to the TV. If not, you need a
large telephone cable or you must stay in rooms shared with the family that complicate the
concentration.

– It interferes with the usual entertainment use of the television in the family environment.

Regarding the tutors, all them familiar with e-learning applications, there exists an absolute
consensus in positively stressing the personalization possibilities and the affective follow-up
offered by our platform (“It is the first time that I feel close to the student in a Moodle-based
platform”, “It is great to have emotional information of the student, I’ve never thought that this
could be possible in an e-learning application”, “The impact for learning is completely
positive”).

7 Conclusions

In this paper we describe T-EDUCO, the first interactive t-learning affective-aware tutoring
platform. The main novelty of the work lies in humanizing t-learning tutoring systems by
detecting the learner’s affective state and enabling the tutor and the student to communicate
through video messages.

The architecture of our system takes advantage of the broadband capabilities of set-top
boxes both to synchronize the interactive application with the Moodle platform and, by means
of an IP camera, to record and store the facial expressions of the student in a video server. The
recorded videos obtained are processed by applying a facial affect recognition method in order
to extract affective information from the learner from which to create a simple and effective
emotional log. The tutor can easily access both academic and emotional information about the
students and consequently personalize the t-learning application contents. The system has been
tested in a real broadcast setting with real users. Although the system seemed to have a very
good acceptance, a rigorous assessment, comparing the difference between the uses or not of
affective information, is still pending. Moreover, it will be very interesting to evaluate the
impact of using the emotional recognition system for improving (or not) learning. The next
steps in our work will be done in these directions.

The tool can be adapted to future interactive Digital TV standards since both the camera
management and the communications with the Moodle platform are based on the Internet
Protocol (IP). Other future steps in our research will consist of providing the tutoring tool with
the ability to automatically analyze the student’s emotional logs in order to personalize the
course contents and self-adapt the learning process to the affective state of each student. In this
way, virtual tutors may be added to the platform to offer help or automatically change the level
of difficulty of tests. Moreover, the tool could be very helpful in Massive Open Online Courses
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(MOOC) in which the number of students makes almost impossible to follow the students in a
personalized way [13, 76].
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